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The ocean 
microbiome



The ocean 
microbiome
assures the 

well-being of 
our ocean



Microscopic organisms respresent >60%

of the biomass in the ocean



Marine biomass is very small, but its role in

carbon and nitrogen fixation is equivalent to that on land



What does the ocean have to do with human health ?



The ocean and human health

Indirect effects:
 Generation of O2, removal of CO2, climate regulation

Direct effects:
 One half of the world’s population lives within 100km of the 

coast
 Consumption of contaminated seafood
 Swimming in polluted water
 Exposure to toxins from harmful algal blooms
 Source of new drugs for medicine
 Disease transmission



Everybody group shot 3



A four year expedition

•To explore marine planktonic  
ecosystems and their sensitivity 
to climate change-induced 
modifications to the ocean

•To popularize science

•To educate

•To influence policy

Eric Karsenti



Tara Oceans Global Sampling

September 2009 –October 2013

> 1,500 CTD profiles

Underway measurements
- TSG, Ac-S, FRRF, Alfa

40,000 samples for biology
- Surface, DCM, meso

- DNA, RNA sequencing
- Microscopy
- Flow cytometry

210 stations

> 1,800 HPLC samples

> 900 carbonate samples

> 2,000 nutrient samples 



>150 publications

200,000 types of (dsDNA) viruses - only 39 were known previously.
Hosts largely unknown, multiple evidence for important roles in gene 
transfer

47 million genes from around 35,000 prokaryotic taxa – majority
are new and with unknown functions

130,000 genetic types of protists. More than 10 times higher than 
number of formally described species of marine eukaryotic plankton. 
Around one third cannot be assigned to any known taxonomic group. 
116 million genes described from marine eukaryotes – the largest 
catalogue of genes from a single biome

>900 single cell genomes (SCGs) from diverse abundant uncultured 
protists

Several thousand metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs) from 
both prokaryotes and eukaryotes



Tara Oceans
and climate change

The uniqueness of Arctic plankton communities

Projected changes in plankton biodiversity by 
end 21st century

Evidence for effects
of ocean acidification



Moving our lens towards
the Arctic biome



Current patterns of diversity of

major plankton functional groups

Six plankton functional groups have 
highly explanatory GAMs

Shannon diversity

Photosynthetic bacteria

Heterotrophic bacteria

Photosynthetic eukaryotes

Parasitic protists

Copepods

Photosynthetic symbionts



Projected changes in ocean temperatures

and primary productivity by 2100

IPCC CMIP5 model outputs
Bopp et al. 2013

Dots show areas of highest certainty



Projected diversity anomalies

by end of 21st century

Based on CMIP5 outputs

Density 
of MPAs

C export Fish catch
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Projected effects of diversity changes on marine

ecosystems, fisheries, and biogeochemical cycles

Based on CMIP5 outputs
C export data from Henson et al. 2014 

Fish landings from Watson 2017
MPA data based on Bruno et al. 2018

Density of MPAsC exportDiversity 
anomalies C
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From dsDNA viruses to RNA viruses (at last !)



Five novel orthornaviran phyla
emerged from the RdRp phylogeny

Two novel phyla are distributed and 
abundant across the Global Oceans

Around 50,000 RdRP sequences detected in Tara Oceans, the
majority represent novel classes, and likely represent the vast

majority of RNA viruses in the ocean



Characterization of the first
natural product from this unexplored
and ‘talented’ bacterial group

Uncharted biosynthetic potential of the ocean microbiome

Construction of a 
genomic database

incl. >26,000 new MAGs
~8,300 species

Towards enzyme 
and drug discovery

Global 
sampling

High discovery potential for novel 
chemistry

Rich potential in many unknown clades, 
including most biosynthetically diverse one

40k biosynth. gene clusters from 
7,000 families

56% of them new

Paoli et al., and Sunagawa. Nature. In press.



Antibiotic resistance genes in the ocean
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Cross-sectional 
• Water

• Sediments

• Soil

• Selected species

IN NATURA
+ LABORATORY

Contextual data

• Environmental parameters

• Chemical screening

• ...

HIGHLY COLLABORATIVE FRAMEWORK

LAND/WATER 
INTERFACE

Traversing European Coastlines (TREC)

Characterize coastal ecosystems &

major environmental challenges



A major focus will be the ‘exposome’
A measure of all the exposures of an individual in a lifetime

and how those exposures relate to health
Chris Wild, 2005



Adapting the exposome concept to ocean health



The ocean 
microbiome
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Fondation

Louis D.



Plankton
assure the 

well-being of 
our ocean


